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Christian Leotta è stato definito dalla leggendaria Rosalyn Tureck come “uno straordinario talento con una
meravigliosa musicalità innata” e il grande Karl Ulrich Schnabel ha di lui scritto: “il suo rispetto delle indicazioni dei
compositori Classici e Romantici è perfetto e notevole è la loro comprensione”.
Nato a Catania, Christian Leotta ha cominciato lo studio del pianoforte all’età di sette anni. Ha studiato con Mario
Patuzzi al Conservatorio “G. Verdi” di Milano, alla “Fondazione Internazionale Theo Lieven per il Pianoforte” sul lago
di Como e, in Inghilterra, alla “Tureck Bach Research Foundation” di Oxford.
Presentando per la prima volta nel 2002 a Montreal, all’età di soli 22 anni, l’integrale delle 32 sonate per pianoforte
di Beethoven, Christian Leotta è il più giovane pianista al mondo, da quando Daniel Barenboim eseguì il ciclo negli
anni ’60 a Tel Aviv, ad aver mai affrontato in pubblico l’eccezionale impresa musicale. Christian Leotta è stato da
allora protagonista di ben sedici esecuzioni dell’integrale delle 32 sonate di Beethoven, interpretandole in Italia,
Europa e America in importanti capitali musicali internazionali quali Madrid, Montreal, Città del Messico, Rio de
Janeiro, Lima, Vancouver, Venezia e Ville de Québec, per le quali nell’aprile del 2004 il Presidente della Repubblica
italiana, On. Carlo Azeglio Ciampi, lo ha insignito con la sua prestigiosa Medaglia.
Grazie allo straordinario successo di pubblico e di critica delle sue esecuzioni di Beethoven, Christian Leotta
firma nel 2007 un contratto in esclusiva con la casa discografica canadese Atma Classique per la registrazione
dell’integrale delle 32 sonate per pianoforte, pubblicata in una serie di cinque doppi album dal 2008 al 2014.
La stampa specializzata internazionale ha descritto
Christian Leotta come “uno dei più importanti interpreti
di Beethoven del nostro tempo” (Pizzicato, Lussemburgo),
definendo la sua registrazione dell’integrale delle 32
sonate come “un importantissimo contributo agli altri
cicli fin’ora disponibili” (Fanfare, Stati Uniti d’America); la
nota rivista tedesca “Rondo” ha recentemente aggiunto:
“questa integrale rivela un interprete di Beethoven che
molto difficilmente potrà essere eguagliato da qualsiasi
altro pianista della sua generazione” e, a coronamento
dello straordinario successo del ciclo delle 32 sonate
inciso per Atma Classique, Bryce Morrison ha scritto
su Gramophone: “Il Volume V della serie di cinque
doppi album completa il ciclo delle 32 sonate di Beethoven registrato da Christian Leotta. A breve avrà terminato la
quindicesima performance delle sonate in pubblico; e nonostante una discografia ferocemente competitiva, la sua
devozione per questa grande impresa risplende grazie alla sua eccezionale musicalità”.
Le interpretazioni di Christian Leotta sono state inoltre apprezzate per “la sua tecnica prodigiosa, usata per esprimere
al meglio la poesia della musica di Beethoven” (The Whole Note, Toronto), per “la sua capacità di sorprendere davvero
l’ascoltatore in momenti inaspettati” (All Music Guide, Stati Uniti d’America), descrivendolo come “un pianista di
altissimo livello: tecnico, musicale ed interpretativo tutti insieme” (La Presse, Montreal).
La sua recente esecuzione del ciclo dei 5 Concerti per pianoforte e orchestra e della Fantasia per pianoforte, coro
e orchestra di Beethoven, interpretati al Teatro Degollado di Guadalajara, ha una volta in più confermato le grandi
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doti comunicative di Christian Leotta, capaci di conquistare sia il pubblico, sia la critica. El Informador ha scritto:
“Christian Leotta è stato sublime: ha trasmesso un’energia palpabile, unita ad una tecnica e ad un lirismo travolgenti.
Nell’ ‘Andante con moto’ del Concerto n. 4, l’interprete ha ipnotizzato, letteralmente, il pubblico, quasi obbligandolo a
smettere di respirare per rendere eterna ogni nota”.
Christian Leotta ha collaborato con le maggiori orchestre, quali i “Münchner Philharmoniker”, i “Wiener
Kammerorchester”, l’”Orchestra Nazionale Sinfonica della RAI”, l’”Orchestra Sinfonica di Milano Giuseppe Verdi”,
suonando in prestigiose sale concertistiche, come la Philharmonie del Gasteig di Monaco di Baviera, la Konzerthaus
di Vienna, la Tonhalle di Zurigo, la Sala Verdi e l’Auditorium di Milano, la Salle Claude-Champagne di Montreal, la
Sala Grande del Teatro Bunka Kaikan di Tokyo, la Xinghai Concert Hall di Guangzhou.
Impegni di rilievo di Christian Leotta della corrente stagione includono concerti solistici e con orchestra nei cinque
continenti, l’esecuzione del ciclo delle 32 sonate per pianoforte di Beethoven a Kyoto in Giappone e, in Italia, a
Bergamo, a Messina e a Trapani; da sempre impegnato nel diffondere la musica di Beethoven nel mondo, Christian
Leotta è stato il primo pianista ad aver interpretato l’integrale delle 32 sonate in diversi Paesi e capitali: quest’anno
eseguirà il ciclo delle 32 sonate ad Algeri, per la prima volta nella storia dell’Algeria e dell’Africa, e a Bangkok, per
la prima volta nella storia della Tailandia.
Di prossima uscita la sua incisione delle “Variazioni Diabelli” di Beethoven, registrate lo scorso luglio al Palais
Montcalm di Ville de Québec in Canada.
Sito web ufficiale: www.christianleotta.com
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Christian Leotta has been defined by the legendary Rosalyn Tureck as “an extraordinary talent with a beautiful
innate musicality”, and the great Karl Ulrich Schnabel wrote about him: “his respect of the indications of the Classical
and Romantic composers is perfect and their understanding considerable”.
Christian is a native of Catania, Italy, and now lives in Como. He studied with Mario Patuzzi at Milan’s Conservatory,
at the “Theo Lieven International Piano Foundation” on Lake Como and at the “Tureck Bach Research Foundation” of
Oxford, England.
Appearing in Montreal in 2002, at the age of only 22, Christian Leotta is the youngest pianist since the youthful
Daniel Barenboim ever to undertake a recital series encompassing the entire corpus of Beethoven’s 32 Piano Sonatas.
In the meantime sixteen cycles have been successfully performed, most notably in international music capitals such
as Madrid, Mexico City, Montreal, Lima, Vancouver, Venice, Quebec City and Rio de Janeiro, for which the President
of the Italian Republic, Hon. Carlo Azeglio Ciampi, awarded him in 2004 with the prestigious President’s Medal.
Following the extraordinary success of his live performances of Beethoven, in 2007 Atma Classique signed Christian
Leotta to record the entire corpus of the 32 Piano Sonatas in a collection of five two-CD sets, released between 2008
and 2014. The international press hailed Christian as “one of the major Beethoven soloists of our time” (Pizzicato,
Luxembourg), defining his complete recording of the 32 Piano Sonatas as “a major addition to other sets currently
available” (Fanfare, USA); German music magazine “Rondo” recently wrote: “this cycle reveals an interpreter of
Beethoven who can hardly be compared to any other pianist of his generation”, and UK’s Gramophone, crowing the
international success of Christian Leotta’s recordings for Atma Classique, wrote in April 2014: “Volume V of five twoCD sets completes Christian Leotta’s cycle of Beethoven’s 32 piano sonatas. He will shortly have played the sonatas 15
times in public; and even in a fiercely competitive marketplace his task shines with an exceptional musicianship”.
Christian’s affinity to Beethoven’s music has been unanimously recognized thanks to “his prodigious technique used
to better express the poetry of Beethoven’s music” (The Whole Note, Toronto), to “his capability of really seizing your
attention at unexpected moments” (All Music Guide, USA), gaining a reputation as “a pianist of the highest order:
technician, musician and interpreter all at once” (La Presse, Montreal).
Christian Leotta’s recent performance of the cycle of Beethoven’s Five Piano Concertos and the Choral Fantasy,
presented in Guadalajara’s stunning Degollado Theatre, showed once more his ability to communicate and enthrall
both audiences and critics. El Informador wrote: “Christian Leotta was sublime: he brought forward energy, agility,
and a cascade of lyricism. In the “Andante con moto” of the Concerto No. 4, the performer hypnotized, literally, the
audience, almost obliging the public to stop breathing, thus rendering each note eternal”.
Christian Leotta has worked with major orchestras such as the Münchner Philharmoniker, the Wiener
Kammerorchester, the Italian RAI National Television Orchestra, the Milan’s Symphony Orchestra “Giuseppe Verdi”,
regularly performing in important theatres and concert halls such as the Philharmonie at the Gasteig in Munich,
the Konzerthaus of Vienna, the Tonhalle of Zurich, the Sala Verdi and the Auditorium of Milan, the Salle ClaudeChampagne of Montreal, the Great Hall at the Bunka Kaikan Theatre of Tokyo, the Xinghai Concert Hall of Guangzhou.
Highlights of the present season include engagements on five continents and the performance of the 32 Piano
Sonatas in Kyoto (Japan), and in Bergamo, Messina, and Trapani (Italy). Always committed to champion Beethoven’s
music around the world, Christian Leotta has been the first pianist to perform the complete cycle of the 32 Piano
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Sonatas in several countries and capitals: this year he will present the cycle in Alger, for the first time in Algeria’s and
in Africa’s history, and in Bangkok, for the first time in Thailand’s history.
To be released in 2015 Christian Leotta’s last album, including Beethoven’s Diabelli Variations, recorded last year at
the Palais Montcalm of Quebec City, Canada.
Official website: www.christianleotta.com
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CHRISTIAN LEOTTA

PLAYS THE BEETHOVEN PIANO SONATAS CYCLE ON
“… a quite memorable performance of
Beethoven’s last Piano Sonata Op. 111…”
– THE SUNDAY TIMES, LONDON
“…one of the most extraordinary
Beethovenian interpreters of our time…”
– MUZIKA21, POLAND
“…a pianist of the highest order —
technician, musician and interpreter all at
once…” – LA PRESSE, MONTREAL
“Christian Leotta is a masterful pianist
whose Beethoven playing is quite special.
I believe his cycle of the sonatas
(beautifully recorded on an exceptionally
beautiful Steinway) will be a major
addition to other sets currently available”
– THE BEETHOVEN JOURNAL, SAN JOSÉ
“One thing is sure and certain: in spite of
the presence on the market of numerous
good integrals, this one will be not
superfluous. Leotta’s imagination seems
big enough to give to his interpretations
a personal character interesting and
enriching”. – PIZZICATO, LUXEMBOURG

New Release • Volume III
Piano Sonatas Nos. 3, 9, 10,
13, 17 “The Tempest”,
19, 20, 25, 31

ACD2 2486

ACD2 2487

ACD2 2488

“There’s no question that Leotta bears
watching, for he’s capable of really seizing
your attention at unexpected moments…
Few pianists have been able to bring out
the strong foreshadowings of Beethoven’s
middle period as well as Leotta does...
the set as a whole makes you want to hear
the future volumes...” – ALL MUSIC GUIDE

Volume II
Piano Sonatas Nos. 11,
21 “Waldstein”,
29 “Hammerklavier”, 30

www.atmaclassique.com

Volume I
Piano Sonatas Nos. 7,
8 “Pathétique”, 12,
23 “Appassionata”, 24, 32

“Christian Leotta is an intelligent and
vivid pianist who brings a deft keyboard
technique and a musical mind to the
challenge of playing Beethoven.
The remaining sonatas of the cycle are
eagerly anticipated”. – FANFARE

www.christianleotta.com

BEETHOVEN
Piano Sonatas

CHRISTIAN LEOTTA
Volume 5
Op. 27 No. 2 “Moonlight” | Op. 2 No. 2
Op. 31 No. 1 | Op. 10 No. 2 |
Op. 31 No. 3 | Op. 54 | Op. 101

2 CD

ATMA Classique

Volume V, ACD 2 2490, January 2014

Volume IV, ACD 2 2489, June 2012

Volume III, ACD 2 2488, June 2010

Volume II, ACD 2 2487, April 2009

Volume I, ACD 2 2486, April 2008
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Christian Leotta with Karl Ulrich Schnabel,
Griante (Italy), “International Piano
Foundation”, May 1999

“Christian Leotta has taken piano lessons from me for a few years. His respect for the
indications of the classic and romantic composers is perfect and their understanding
considerable.
The dynamic range of his playing from nearly inaudible pp to a powerful ff is
impressive. I feel that I can recommend his performances warmly”.
Karl Ulrich Schnabel,
Menaggio (Como), Italy, October 1999
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Christian Leotta signs his first CD recording to Rosalyn Tureck, Oxford (England), “Tureck Bach Research Foundation”,
December 1998.
“Christian possesses an extraordinary talent. His range of technique and his beautiful innate musicality are
far beyond the normal talent. In addition, he is extremely intelligent with a swift, alert mind and memory. His
capacity for work is unlimited. He is in excellent health, easily able to cope with all the stresses of an international
career. He is courteous, very attractive, and has an excellent stage manner.
Christian has worked with me intensively in several Master Classes at the International Piano Foundation at
Lake Como in 1997 and in Oxford, England, in January 1998. There is no doubt in my mind that his gifts and work
capacity will inevitably lead to a major career in performance”.
Rosalyn Tureck
Oxford (England), January 2000
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CD Review
Review on the recording of the 32 Piano Sonatas by Ludwig van Beethoven
IL GIORNALE DELLA MUSICA, Italy – June 2014, by Maurizio Giani
Leotta has Beethoven in his blood
Christian Leotta is considered by many as the greatest beethovenian interpreter of his generation. At the early age
of 22, in 2002, he performed with enormous success in Montreal the integral of the 32 Piano Sonatas, becoming
the youngest pianist in the world to perform in public the formidable cycle since a youthful Daniel Barenboim
presented it in the ’60 in Tel Aviv.
Since his debut in Montreal, the Catanese pianist presented the entire corpus of the sonatas thirteen times in different venues in Europe and in the Americas.
In 2007 he started to record the sonatas for the Canadian label Atma Classique. This important feat is now completed with the release of the fifth volume, which comprises, as well as the precedent albums, an interesting mix
of very famous masterpieces as well as works relatively less performed: along with the “Moonlight” and the Piano
Sonata Op. 101, we find in this album also the First and the Third Piano Sonatas of the Op. 31, the Op. 2 No. 2, the
Op. 10 No. 2 and the Piano Sonatas Op. 54.
After listening to this recording we can surely confirm the flattering judgments expressed by the international
press: Christian Leotta is a first class pianist, rigorous and very focused, who seems to have Beethoven in his blood,
such are his self-confidence and the marvelous maturity of his playing.
Besides his technique, so much more admirable because it is always serving the music, the strong points of his
performances reside in his extraordinary understanding of the form, and, above all, in his coherent overall vision of
each Sonata. These are “classical” interpretations, in which we recognize the disciple of Karl Ulrich Schnabel (son
of the great Artur) who, nonetheless, knows how to venture himself on new pathways that have been very little or
not at all explored by his colleagues, discovering thus rare treasures in Beethoven’s writing.
At times it is a delicate breath to outline the keystone note of a theme, at other it is the significance given to chord
masses in the lower register, which are meant to render, never with ostentation, a sense of freshness and of newness to pages on which weight a dismaying performance tradition.
To the most introspective Adagios, Leotta approaches himself without fear, choosing tempos of a magnificent
amplitude and never disappointing our expectations. In the “Moonlight” he accomplishes the miracle of letting us
hear with a fresh interest -and never forcing the hand- a masterpiece worn out by its own celebrity.
If the final movement of his Appassionata cannot compete with the shocking version of Richter, it has at least the
merit of reminding us that Beethoven marked it as an Allegro ma non troppo, not as a Precipitato (personally, I
prefer this interpretation by far rather than that, acclaimed but in the end so predictable, of Lang Lang).
Also in the arduous last five Sonatas, Leotta knows how to impose himself with profound and captivating readings:
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his Hammerklavier withstands in my opinion the comparison with the version of Pollini, especially in the exemplar
rendition of the extensive Adagio and in the never vacillating tension of the closing Fuga, while in the Op. 111
strikes the introduction of the first movement, which reveals all of its hidden details, and the amazing firmness of
the fourth variation.
To conclude, we owe Christian Leotta one of the most significant Beethovenian integrals of the last years. Well
recorded, and with an excellent sound setting, his CDs are worthwhile to be listened to many times and even those
who already own other recordings more emblazoned will certainly find in Leotta’s interpretations many reasons
of gratification.
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CD Review
Review on “Volume V” of Beethoven’s 32 Piano Sonatas Series
PIZZICATO, Luxembourg – February 2014, by Remy Frank (5*****)
A perfect understanding with intellect and instinct
With the fifth and final volume of his recordings of Beethoven’s 32 Piano Sonatas, the Sicilian pianist Christian
Leotta confirms the excellent impression which his cycle has already made so far.
What is really impressive in Leotta’s playing, is the absolute technique’s command and the sovereignty of the form.
The pianist made this Opus Magnum so well his own, understanding it not only with his intellect but also with his
instinct, that everything sounds perfectly, although his interpretations seem to be truly personal.
The piano is sonorous, the touch is always beautiful and warm, the tempo’s flow exemplary, even in the slow
movements, which sound deeply introspective moving the listener.
Another important feature of this recording is the closeness of the early sonatas to the late works. This is the result
of a perfectly harmonious interpretation and of an always spontaneous inspiration, combined with a fortunate
synthesis between power and sensibility. Please do not misunderstand me: Leotta may avoid extremes, he may
not choose overstretched slow tempos or seek raging wildness in the fast ones, but in the spectrum of his playing
we perfectly hear a deep and precise feeling, as well as a wealth of agogics and a search of colorful halftones, that
render his interpretations very personal.
The fact that this wonderful pianism is transmitted to listeners through to an exemplary sound, remarkable for its
transparency and its naturalness, is another plus of this Atma-recording.
Christian Leotta concludes his Beethoven cycle with, once more, very personal, highly inspired and overall sovereign
performances. Without any doubt he is one of the major Beethoven soloists of our time.
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CD Review
Review on “Volume V” of Beethoven’s 32 Piano Sonatas Series
No. 6 (November/December) 2014, by Matthias Kornemann
Beethoven revisited
I might have been too severe with his first recording of a cycle which may have been started too early. However, in
the last volume Christian Leotta meets all the expectations, and even more than that.
There is no -not even one- empty and unconsciously expressed beat in his playing, and in the unhurried slow
movements transpires a rare beauty. He is able to converge “the Beauty and the Beast” of the first movement of Op.
54 with tonal and agogic subtleties; how empathetic and frugal sounds the conciliatory following Coda!
And has anybody ever heard this little twist between the hymn-like D-flat choral section and the distinctive digressing lower voice in the short Allegretto of Op. 10 No. 2?
Having the dilemma of being not too fond on the humor blustering Beethoven’s music, he transforms the funny
Allegro of Op. 31 No.1, which deals with its notorious desynchronization between the right and the left hand, into
an ironic and stiff comedy while, in the following Adagio, wired puppets are trying gracious gestures awkwardly
– that’s really spirituous.
The absolute highlight of the recording is the normally forbidden slow beginning of Op. 101, where the theme unfolds with a magical tension. I expressed enough enthusiasm now; the meanwhile 34-year old Italian has become
a great Beethoven-interpreter.
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Concert Review
Christian Leotta will perform in Kyoto the 32 Piano Sonatas by Ludwig van Beethoven
Ongaku No Tomo, Japan – No. 14 December 2014, by Hajime Teranishi
Last October 31st, Italian pianist Christian Leotta gave a recital at the Prefectural Hall of Kyoto (Alti Hall) which
announces his “marathon concert” scheduled next December 2015, when he will present the entire corpus of
Beethoven’s 32 Piano Sonatas.
During the press conference which followed his recital, Mr. Leotta said: “continuing to play Beethoven is my life’s
mission. The cycle I will perform in Kyoto will be another important milestone of my mission”.
The core pieces of his recital played last October 31st were Beethoven’s Piano Sonatas Op. 2 No. 3 and Op. 57 “Appassionata”, where Mr. Leotta’s extremely wide range of dynamics literally mesmerized the audience. In Bach’s
“Capriccio sopra la lontananza del suo fratello dilettissimo BWV 992” his flowing touch was so expressive that it
transmitted emotions that it could be rendered only on a modern piano, while in Rossini’s “Memento Homo” stood
out his beautiful delicate sonorities.
The 32 Piano Sonatas cycle is organized in collaboration with the Italian Consulate General of Osaka. Mr. Marco
Lombardi, Consul General of Italy , expressed his conviction that “Maestro Leotta’s playing will express the highest
level of the Italian artistry and talent”.
Mr. Leotta started to perform the 32 Piano Sonatas by Beethoven when he was only 22 and the cycle he will present in Kyoto will be his 22nd. He plays the entire corpus in a series of eight recitals, presented over a period of just
three weeks.
Mr. Leotta further said: “in each recital I included one Piano Sonata with a name, combining each program in a way
to present Piano Sonatas that embrace all Beethoven’s life. My aim is to present programs as balanced as possible,
considering also the duration and the tonality of each Piano Sonata”.
It is very rare that a pianist is capable to present a program of these proportions in such a short time.
“In his Piano Sonatas Beethoven projected not only his soul and different feelings, but also his political views and
philosophic ideals, perfectly reflecting the social condition of his time. To play his music it’s not just a performance:
it’s a message for the entire humanity”.
Mr. Leotta further added: “every time I feel connected to the composer’s soul, I become convinced that it is then
that I’m performing well his music. Beethoven gives me new ideas every time I play his music: it’s a tremendous
motivation to study his music over and over again. While playing him in recital, my greatest desire is to evoke his
spirit, sharing his immense message with the public”.
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Concert Review
INVITING DEBUT – Christian Leotta opens the “Beethoven Spring”
Le Soleil, Quebec City (Canada) – February 2nd, 2005, by Richard Boisvert
One has surely asked one self who this Christian Leotta is, a 25 year-old phenomenon who faces in Quebec City for
the seventh time in his career the entire collection of Piano Sonatas by Beethoven. As of last night we know that he
is a solid pianist, generous, obviously driven by the urgency to share his music.
At the same time balanced, well constructed and extremely varied, this first recital had an epic quality to it. Having
to hear four Sonatas the same evening, it has to be recognized, is already quite something in itself. In order to
imagine what the 32 Sonatas represent, it is necessary to multiply all this by eight. Wow! Plenty to make one dizzy!
In spite of all that, we all left the ChapeIIe historique Bon-Pasteur with the feeling that we would happily return to
hear the seven remaining recitals. This is a very good sign.
In complicity with those who have named “Beethoven Spring” an event that begins in Quebec City on February 1st,
the winter had the delicacy to mellow a bit. A touch of fortune for Christian Leotta, who had just arrived from Italy.
The pianist appeared perfectly at ease for the entire recital. In all of his performances there was beautiful fluidity.
His frankness, his integrity, his honesty equally honor him. The respect for the score seems to be the most important
thing. That transpired in the importance the interpreter gave to every tiny detail. Not even one sforzando went
unheard, even though the Sonatas were performed from memory.
In the acoustic of the ChapeIIe historique Bon-Pasteur, quite reverberated but not excessively, the instrument
preserved fully the cIarity of its sound. Over and over again, Leotta succeeded in making it sing magnificently. In
particular one remembers the Andante from Opus 109, with the ampIe but not emphasized mezza voce, imbued
with a religious character and at the same time so expressive. The theme opened with its variations both delicate
and full of life, whose finesses and confidence of performance allowed us to understand to what extent this pianist
aims at refining his craft.
As the excellent musician he is, Leotta put his intelligence and good taste into play in order to guide his reading of
each sonata, to underline the character of each movement and to instill life into his music. He achieved this so well
that it was not possible to get tired of listening to him.
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CD Review
REVIEW ON VOLUME III BEETHOVEN’S 32 PIANO SONATAS SERIES
Piano News, Germany, No. 2 – March/April 2012, by Isabel Fedrizzi ( 5*****: Interpretation, Repertoire, Sound)
The discography of Italian pianist Christian Leotta is neither particularly ample nor multiform: it essentially consists
of three double albums comprising some of the Beethoven’s Piano Sonatas, published by the French-Canadian
label Atma Classique.
Two successful albums, including the Pathetic, the Appassionata, the Waldstein, and the Hammerklavier, were
released first followed by the third one of the series, which includes some of the early Piano Sonatas, such as the
Op. 2 and the Op. 49, as well as the late Op. 110.
Christian Leotta, pupil of Karl-Ulrich Schnabel, son of Artur Schnabel, plays Beethoven with great clarity and
without sentimentalism. His approach to the Sonatas is always profound, meditative, but nonetheless capable of
being free and very inspired. In addition, he knows how to confer to his performances the right brilliancy, which he
brings out very compellingly to render in the best way possible - in such diverse Piano Sonatas - the right rhythmic
impulse and tense pace expressiveness.
Leotta does not imitate the intentional expressiveness of certain interpretation, but knows how to draw out and
develop a natural sound, which is always characterized by emotion, possessing a perfect balance between a very
precise playing and a more cantabile tone.
It is since 2002 that he has been playing by memory the complete cycle of the 32 Piano Sonatas in public several
times. His great work with Beethoven is immediately recognizable thanks to his extraordinary palette of colors, to
his refined touch and to his cantabile, performed so intensely as would be expected of the great interpretations of
the past.
Christian Leotta shows great care also for the form, which extends to the most subtle stylistic nuances and to all
the accentuations. Absolutely worthy to be listened to.
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CD Review
Review on “Volume V” of Beethoven’s 32 Piano Sonatas Series
MUSICA, Italy, No. 255 – April 2014, by Luca Segalla (4****: Excellent)
Christian Leotta’s recording of the 32 Piano Sonatas by L.v. Beethoven, released by the French Canadian label
Atma Classique, reached its conclusion with the launching of the fifth double CD. This is a well-curated, strong
and cohesive integral. Leotta, born in Catania and living in Como, offers to the listener a vigorous in traits and
delicate in details Beethoven, noble and cantabile, sustained by a remarkable dramatic tension. The history of
the interpretation and recording of the 32 Piano Sonatas is strewn by Beethovenian integrals, and the attempt to
compare with them may result in failure, unless the interpreter chooses the shortcut of the bizarre, the virtuosity
as mere effect, the pure show. A pianist that has the courage, at less than 35, to defy an integral by Beethoven - in
concert and particularly in the studio recording - may arouse a certain wonder. Leotta instead arises admiration
for the stylistic coherence with which he faced such an undertake.
In this last volume we find the same interpretative coordinates as in the previous volumes: the balance of the
whole prevails always on the single details, as revealed by the very little tempo changes, the uniform color’s
timbre, the touch always clear, incisive and never forced. The virtuosity, without being stellar, is solid and takes
form particularly in the evenness of touch and in the precise definition of every detail, as the trills for example. The
cantabile is intense and speaks by itself ( listen to the Menuetto of Op. 31 No. 3); and his legato is of extraordinary
quality, as revealed by the beginning of the Op. 101 and the first movement of the Op. 27 No. 1.
In Leotta were and are missed the abandons to melancholy, on one side, and, on the other, the soft and the playful
lightness that in some sonatas can became a key element (in this regard, Brendel was a revelatory interpreter). The
Op. 27 No. 1 is very concise, even in the central Allegretto and in the restless - but here not too much so - closing
movement. The Op. 2 No. 2 is robust, far away from any sentimentalism of timbre, with a Largo appassionato
severe, as we have already noticed, for example, in the Sonata “Les Adieux”.
The melancholy and lightness are a matter of one’s inner nature. On the other hand, it is obvious that Leotta makes
choices that lead him to value mostly the dramatic dimension of Beethoven’s music. It is no coincidence that in the
previous volumes the interpretations that impressed most were those of two Piano Sonatas “monsters” as the Op.
110 and the Op. 111, not to mention the emotive and dramatic span of the Op. 106. In volume V, it’s the Op. 10 No.
2 that strikes for the profound and noble cantabile as well as for the tension of the form. Just to mention a detail,
it is utterly moving the effect of suspense obtained at the beginning of the development section of this sonata.
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CD Review
REVIEW ON VOLUME V BEETHOVEN’S 32 PIANO SONATAS SERIES
Piano News, Germany – March/April 2014, by Carsten Dürer
(Interpretation: 5*****/Sound: 4****/Repertoire: 4**** )
It has been released the final double CD of the cycle of Beethoven’s Piano Sonatas, which the Italian pianist Christian
Leotta began to record six years ago.
This last double album starts with the “Moonlight”, the Piano Sonata Op. 27 No. 2. And, already here, it is evident
once more the power of the Beethovenian interpretations of Christian Leotta: the music is the absolute protagonist,
with all its expressiveness, without even trying –we get the impression- to show an interpretation which could
add anything too personal. Instead, Leotta plays everything is written on the score, with a clean phrasing, always
compellingly used.
One note: compared to his colleagues, this playing is apparently less excited and it might be less exciting also
for the listener. But, nonetheless, it is a playing capable of bringing to the light the dramatic profoundness of the
soul. You must refer to this refined interpretations, full of subtle nuances, then you will recognize how deep Leotta
penetrated into the heart of the music of Beethoven.
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CD Review
Review on “Volume III” Beethoven’s 32 Piano Sonatas Series
AMADEUS, Italy – February 2012, by Antonio Brena (Artistic: 5*****/Sound: 5*****)
The recording by Christian Leotta of the complete corpus of Beethoven’s 32 Piano Sonatas is proceeding with no
interruption, reaching now its third volume. Two more CDs were released, featuring nine additional Piano Sonatas:
the No. 17 Op. 31 No. 2 “The Tempest”, the No. 9 Op 14 No. 1, the No. 13 Op 27 No. 1, the No. 20 Op. 49 No. 2, the No.
25 Op 79, the No. 3 Op. 2 No. 3, the No. 10 Op 14 No. 2, the No. 19 Op. 49 No. 1, and the No. 31 Op 110.
It is a great work that of the young Italian pianist, who rightfully comes to integrate the discography dedicated
to the master from Bonn, conquering for himself a well defined position. In fact, Leotta, beyond of showing a
sovereign, poised and intelligent pianism, is letting the listener understand how deeply he penetrated into the
world of Beethoven. He achieves this by using highly personal and convincing phrasing, dynamics and expressive
sublimation. As a result of all the above, it appears fully justified the medal bestowed on him in 2004, by the then
President of the Italian Republic Carlo Azeglio Ciampi, for his performances of the complete cycle in Italy, in Europe
and the Americas
A “work in progress”, Leotta’s recordings of the 32 Piano Sonatas are revealing an increasingly more mature
interpretation, which is the result of the experience he gained in concert halls performing the entire cycle many
times. The first performance of the 32 Piano Sonatas goes back to 2002 and took place in Montreal; Leotta became
then the youngest pianist in the world, since Daniel Barenboim’s, to perform in public, in less than one month, this
exceptional musical undertaking. It was a triumph which was replicated since in many other prestigious concert
halls around the world.
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Concert Review
Christian Leotta’s Recital - a Music Feast
Hong Kong Economic Times, Hong Kong (China) – February 2nd, 2013
There is no free lunch in economic theory but the recital of the young Italian pianist Christian Leotta at the Sheung
Wan Civic Centre Theatre was indeed a magnificent free music feast for the Hong Kong audience: Art is about
sharing.
The concert title was “The Three Manners of Ludwig van Beethoven and the Art of the Sonata Form”, featuring the
lighter music of Beethoven’s early stage, Op.14, No. 2 & Op. 49, No. 1, and also the bright and technically demanding
middle and late stage music of the “Waldstein” and the “Hammerklavier”.
Christian’s technique is sovereign: the four Sonatas sounded brilliant and clear. Besides, he demonstrated great
professionalism: in the second part of the concert, the venue forgot to dim the light; thus, Christian played till
the 3rd movement of Hammerklavier, having then to wait for the light technicians for about 10 minutes to fix the
problem: certainly, the venue is to be blamed for that. While Chrisitian resumed playing perfectly, his music made
the audience forget about the inconvenience.
The impeccable performance of Christian was much admired.
The acoustic of the venue was not bad, being at least better than that of the music hall of the HK Cultural Centre,
which can ruin any music.
Christian is a pianist who showed to be good in attitude, technique, professionalism and personal qualities. After
the recital we heard in Hong Kong, I’m convinced that his Beethoven will no doubt ensure him a great future on
the international music scene.
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CD Review
REVIEW ON VOLUME III BEETHOVEN’S 32 PIANO SONATAS SERIES
Musica, Italy – No. 229, September 2011, by Luca Segalla (4****: Excellent)
At present, on the recording scene, the Italian pianists between thirty and forty years of age are well represented.
Three names stand out above all: Andrea Bacchetti for Bach, Pietro de Maria for his recordings of Chopin’s works
and Christian Leotta for this complete recording of Beethoven’s Piano Sonatas, now at its third Volume. Better
known overseas than in Italy, less virtuoso than De Maria and less extravagant than Bacchetti, Leotta is gradually
building up a very coherent cycle in its base lines. We have already noted that in regard of the first double album
(see No. 199 of Musica): Leotta smoothes out contrasts and rough edges, with no virtuoso excesses, through a
patient analytic work. He has a XVIII Century vision of Beethoven’s music, even in a Sonata as the Op. 31 No. 2,
which the Romantics loved so much and which the composer himself (according to an account given by Schindler)
had compared to the “Tempest” by Shakespeare.
Tempos are tranquil, sonorities are pleasing and well controlled, phrasing is fluid: for Leotta, first and foremost,
Beethoven must be eloquent. In the first movement, the contrast between the motive to be played in arpeggio at
the bass (the “widerstrebende Prinzip”) and the imploring answer at the medium register (the “bittende Prinzip”)
at the bar No. 21 and the subsequent ones, is underlined by slowing down the tempo and not by speeding it up,
as this last option would risk to reduce the whole section to a mere instrumental effect. Other young and well
promoted interpreters, who are, primarily concerned to show their muscles in this sonata (as Paul Lewis from
the United Kingdom), sound vague in these bars. The second movement is equally sober and essential, while the
conclusive Allegretto is a true allegretto and not an allegro, as we often happen to hear: in Leotta’s interpretation,
it sounds as an exquisite rondo and not as mere demonstration of virtuoso technique.
The recording is clear, not excessively reverberated and of excellent quality: it goes well together with this
perspective. Produced at the Mahler Hall of Dobbiaco, its sound is smoother and more spatial in comparison to
that of volume I, recorded in Lausanne.
Leotta scrupulously respects the score indications, playing all the sforzato, the legatos, and the staccatos as written
by Beethoven. He is a precise and poised interpreter, little inclined to dramatic explosions (in fact his “Pathetic”, in
Volume I of the cycle, seemed to be somewhat cold). In the Allegro con brio of the Sonata Op. 2 No. 3, which is a
“black beast” for pianists because it requires great agility and accuracy, Leotta does not aim to show off virtuoso
effects, but the magic of details, conveyed with surgical precision also while playing at great velocity. He aims to
let the music speak by itself. In fact, one of the gifts for which Beethoven was most admired as an interpreter, was
precisely the cantabile, and, no doubt, the Viennese Classicism owes this characteristic to the cantabile of Italian
ancestry. Certainly, the price to pay in obtaining it is a loss in brilliance and, in some cases, that may represent a
limitation as we noted in the Sonata Op. 10 No. 3, included in Volume I of the cycle.
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The Adagio of Sonata Op. 2 No. 3 is masterly performed thanks to Leotta’s psychological introspection, a slow
profound proceeding, without sinking to the abyss. Masterworks of introspection and eloquence are also the Sonata
Op. 27 No. 1 in its entirety, as well as the Andante of the Op. 14 No. 2, which is far away from any preciousness. The
second movement of the Sonata Op. 14 No. 1 is intense and vigorous and the scales of the conclusive movement
are dense and colloquial rather than delivered with crystal-clear perfection. The Sonata Op. 79 is forceful and
direct as it should be, although the tempo chosen is slower than the one used by the distinguished Beethovenian
Badura-Skoda, and also if compared to that used by a forte-piano player like Brautigam (see No. 202 of Musica)
who, as Leotta does, aims everything at the eloquence. The same happens in the Sonata Op. 49 No. 1. Leotta’s
finale last for 3:40, while Badura-Skoda performs it in only 3:11. Leotta may sound less vibrant but he is extremely
refined. And the Andante, evocative of an Italian barcarola, is intimate and delicate, and Leotta’s cantabile is more
intense if compared to the light and amusing interpretation of Badura-Skoda.
Interestingly enough, the climax of this volume is reached with the Sonata Op. 110. In the first volume as well, the
best interpretation was that of the Sonata Op. 111. Obviously, a thoughtful and coherent interpreter as Christian
Leotta, finds himself at his best when playing works of a complex architecture. The result is a well-balanced 110,
with no excesses, quite and inwardly immersed. Even the second movement, the Allegro molto, which normally
induces in interpreters an uncontrolled virtuoso frenzy, is declaimed, not shouted, by Leotta. In the Adagio ma non
troppo are to be admired the refined use of the pedal and the control of the sonorities, while the fugue is of rare
beauty thanks to its well focused details and to its tone homogeneity. Here again, Leotta’s perspective is very clear
and it is that of an heartfelt and poised introspection, rather than that of an exalted romantic.
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Reviews – Early, Classical and Beyond
Written by Christina Petrowska Quilico
Toronto, December 2012

Christian Leotta: Beethoven – Piano Sonatas Volume 4 (ATMA ACD2 2489) Christian Leotta obliges us with his
personal interpretation of the sonatas. He has a prodigious technique and an innate musicality. I admire his
attention to the form and structure of each movement and his exquisite detailing. Volume 4 includes sonatas from
Opp.2, 7, 10, 28, 81a and 90 and in it Leotta has presented us with another extremely worthy CD that deserves
many hearings.
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CD Review
REVIEW ON VOLUME I BEETHOVEN’S 32 PIANO SONATAS SERIES
Muzika21, Poland – No. 99, October 2008, by Pawel Chmielowski
CD of the Month
The recording label Atma Classique has recently released the first album of Christian Leotta’s recording of Beethoven’s
32 Piano Sonatas. This release is an event of immense significance, which should move not only fans of the great
composer but also connoisseurs of great pianism. Ladies and gentlemen, in the person of a 28 year old Italian, is
born one of the most extraordinary Beethovenian interpreters of our time, whose way of playing is noteworthy
of everybody’s attention, including that of the greatest sixty-year-olds... Christian Leotta is the first pianist since
Daniel Barenboim who, at such young age, has embarked on the ambitious task of performing in concert the
complete cycle of the Sonatas and, considering the enthusiastic reviews he gained and the recording which is the
subject of this review, Christian Leotta’s decision is as courageous as absolutely well founded.
His first album for Atma, which I have great pleasure in presenting, should be very well received even by the most
demanding fans of piano art; I hope that I will not have to wait long for the other recordings of the cycle: if we
consider this album as an indicator of the complete series, all titles should be looked forward to. It is breathtaking
to hear Leotta immersing himself in the world of the great composer’s masterworks in order to present it anew
and to reveal it in the way he sees and perceives it through his own sensitivity, imagination, and respect for the
author’s intention. The result is fascinating. I liked very much his simply phenomenal reading of the score and the
way he has brought out its full richness and highlighted many details which usually go unnoticed in superficial,
or too fast, interpretations. Owing to such approach and to an appropriate, not hurried over tempos performances,
his vision dazzled with its power of expression, integrity of form and coherence. The scale of dynamics he uses is
truly impressive; from the softest, moving pianissimo passages, subtle but expressive, to powerful fortissimo full
of brilliance and power, which simply seem to blast the instrument, e.g., in the wonderfully played Appasionata.
What particularly deserves an emphasis is Leotta’s skilful use of contrasts as it is a very important feature which
characterizes his musical approach and it is a factor which enriches the form and applies not only to the abovementioned range of sound volume. The pianist is also skilful in differentiating pieces; outermost parts, kept in lively
tempos, are full of vigour, joy, energy, elements of dance and scherzo as well as of rhythmical distinctiveness; slow
chains are, and I am saying this will full awareness, created with genius, they delight and rouse listeners with
their depth, mood, logics of development and, not infrequently, cause amazement in listeners, e.g., the Largo
from Sonata in D-major op. 10 no. 3 or the last Sonata in C minor op. 111, impressive for its richness of thoughts,
moods and ideas, which are far from the problems of the material world. Tempos given by the pianist are unhurried
and adjusted wisely to the expression and structure of pieces. As a result, music seems richer in details, while all
harmonies, counterpoints – all the structure – can be clearly heard. Followers of spectacular, fast tempos might
not like this solution, but I do appreciate it, even more so since the Italian avoids shaping all parts from the same
mould: where appropriate, he gives the music a lively pulse and a dramatic course and, owing to this approach, his
concepts fit author’s ideas perfectly. The careful reading and faithfulness to the score, a scrupulous transfer of the
richness of the notes to the keyboard, the exceptional wisdom, sensitivity and musicality as well as his technique
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and virtuosity which leave no field for doubt, seem to prove that the Piano Sonatas by Ludwig van Beethoven have
found a faithful, committed and very competent performer in the young Italian pianist.
Much could still be said about this creation of Christian Leotta, which is mature in both musical and purely human
terms. One should simply listen and let oneself be carried away and enraptured by this fascinating performance,
which rivets one’s attention from the beginning to the end. It’s been a long while since I have listened to Beethoven’s
masterworks played so perfectly even though they are performed by all piano masters. I am convinced that,
after recording all the sonatas, the Italian pianist will be considered one of the most extraordinary interpreters of
Beethoven. While looking forward to the next recordings of the cycle and continuously enjoying the performance
recorded on this first album, one can only say one thing: “Bravo!”.
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CD Review
REVIEW ON VOLUME I BEETHOVEN’S 32 PIANO SONATAS SERIES
Amadeus, Italy – No. 8, August 2008, by Antonio Brena (5*****)
At first sight, being once again presented with a new version of the 32 Piano Sonatas by Ludwig van Beethoven,
one would be tempted to think of it as a commercial operation exclusively aimed at launching a young emerging
pianist.
But once we start to listen to the recording and, while the music is flowing, we realize that in these first two
compact discs of the series there is quality and something more.
One is fascinated by the expressive search and, even more, by the intelligent and meditated choice of the tempos
considered most appropriate for interpreting the Sonatas in C minor Op. 13 “Pathétique”, in A flat major Op. 26, in
F minor Op. 57 “Appassionata”, in D major Op. 10 No. 3, in F sharp major Op. 78 and in C minor Op. 111. Tempos
that not rarely appear outside the customary usage (especially in the “Pathétique” and in the “Appassionata”), and
which trigger interest and surprise, inviting one to listen to this recording over and over again.
And so we realize that Leotta’s approach to Beethoven’s pianism is all for the dialectic implied in the musicality of
these compositions by the master from Bonn, for the musical thought inspired by a philosophical concept, for the
harmonic pathway, that develops itself as an ideal ascent.
Christian Leotta convinces and conquers the listener with his refinement and his sapient taste and especially by his
attitude of serving music rather than the recording market.
A very well made recording: waiting eagerly for the next volume.
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CD Review
REVIEW ON VOLUME II BEETHOVEN’S 32 PIANO SONATAS SERIES
Pizzicato, Luxembourg, October 2009, by ma (4****)
An enriching undertaking
Italian pianist Christian Leotta continues his integral of Beethoven’s Sonatas and Atma released the second volume
of a series of which the first one was presented with a certain caution by your critic. Nevertheless, the interpreter’s
style became clearer and his personality more assertive.
Leotta continues to privilege a solid sound which surprises for its dynamic progressions extremely well shaded
and covering an extraordinary broad range. But, in this volume, the shades of colour are much more developed,
surprising even in what they have to offer as variety of tones. Moreover, Leotta does not avoid using some special
technique effect to increase the expressiveness of his playing. In fact, his soul has everything to move us, since the
pianist knows how to perfectly balance emotion and intellectual strength, and, in the four sonatas featured in this
volume, his playing is more profound than in the first one.
How could one not love the lightness and virtuosity of the 11th Sonata, or that of the very positive and lively
30th. The Waldstein is not less impressive with its heroic and admirably rhythmic first movement and its
electrifying finale. Leotta equally excels in the “Hammerklavier”, where the differentiation of his playing achieves
an extraordinary level.
One thing is sure and certain: in spite of the presence on the market of numerous good integrals, this one will
not be superfluous. Leotta’s imagination seems big enough to give to his interpretations a personal character,
interesting and enriching.
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Concert Review
THE COUNTERCURRENT BEETHOVEN OF CHRISTIAN LEOTTA
Corriere del Ticino, Lugano (Switzerland) – March 24th, 2012, by Alberto Cima
A very demanding program, from both the technical and expressive points of view, was performed by the young
pianist Christian Leotta on Thursday evening in the San Zenone’s Auditorium in Campione d’Italia. The program
consisted of four Piano Sonatas by Ludwig van Beethoven: the Op. 14 No.2, the Op. 53 “Waldstein”, the Op. 49 No.
1, and the Op. 106 “Hammerklavier”.
Very personal, the interpretations of Christian Leotta are granting nonetheless a special contribution to the
Beethovenian vision, which is absolutely sharable. Mastering an excellent technique is not sufficient to perform
Beethoven’s music. Something more is necessary and that is a deep understanding of this genius’ poetic world.
Leotta succeeds in this task very well. His tempos are generally “expanded” in regard to what’s considered the usual
practice in performing Beethoven, especially the Adagios, precisely because the pianist wishes to bring to light
the innermost world of the composer. The ensuing result is, thus, a more intimist Beethoven, greatly cantabile,
less vehemently titanic, even though the so characteristic Beethovenian technical and virtuosic passages are not
missing. In a world where the virtuosic – at times almost robotic - interpretation seems to prevail, showing just
technique and “perfect” notes, totally devoid of any flaw, Christian Leotta seems to go against the tide, bringing
forth also reflection, meditation, introspection and contemplation, uncovering thus an infinitely more humane
Beethoven. Aspects which today’s modern world needs more and more.
Both the spiritual understanding of Beethoven’s piano music and the overcoming of major technical difficulties,
required from the performer, can only be achieved if the entire corpus of all the 32 Piano Sonatas is mastered, as
in the case of Leotta, who is, in fact, the only pianist along with Barenboim, to perform in public the Beethovenian
cycle at only 22. Although an able performer can learn a single sonata to some degree of perfection, foreign to him
and missing will always be the true Beethovenian spirit and character (humor), the genial sense of freedom and
that deep sense of beauty are found, hidden at times, in the entire corpus of his compositions, and give, therefore,
in a certain way, the key to the reading of each single opus.
The interpretation of Christian Leotta extends ultimately beyond classicism, as commonly intended, reaching the
“Sturm und Drang” and the Romanticism not openly declared by historians, but which are a whole in Beethoven’s
music and soul. Thanks to this Christian Leotta’s interpretations will make history.
Christian Leotta’s interpretations are to be appreciated not only for their outstanding technique but also for the
poetry that is exuded thanks to it. His touch is magnificent, his sonority is always fascinating and refined, his search
for sound and colors is continuous. As an encore, the “Andante” from the Sonata op. no. 79 by Beethoven.
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CD + SACD + DVD Audio

macht die Aufnahmen von vorneherein interessant. Ein wirklich schönes und edles Konzert macht den
Anfang: Das 'Romantische Konzert'
von Ilja Schachow. Das Konzert von
Sergei Vasilenko wechselt zwischen
ausschwingenden elegischen Bögen
und brillanter Virtuosität.
Oskar Böhme, Vater der russischen Trompetenmusik mit sächsischen Wurzeln, liefert mit seiner
kurzen und schmissigen Tarantella
'La Napolitaine' ein schwungvolles
Intermezzo, während Alexander Goedickes Konzertetüde das Programm
verspielt-virtuos beendet. Reinhold
Friedrich ist ein stilsicherer Anwalt
dieser Werke und wird von dem geschmeidig musizierenden Göttinger
Orchester begleitet.
n.t.

wohl ein Verkaufsschlager. Daher
muss gesagt werden, dass dieser
Chopin sich auf Technik und aufgesetzte Gefühle reduziert. Wer zu so
etwas Geschmacklosem fähig ist wie
Lang Lang in der 5. Etüde des Opus
25 oder dem zur Kirmesmusik degradierten Walzer op. 15, dem sollte von
der Chopin-Gesellschaft das Spielen
der Musik des polnischen Komponisten verboten werden. Diese ganze
CD ist kein Chopin, sondern manierierter Lang Lang in seiner ganzen
unverschämten, selbstverliebten Eitelkeit und Oberﬂächlichkeit. Nicht
einmal 5% des wahren Chopin erklingen hier, gespielt von einem Pianisten, der seine Klavierpubertät wohl
nie überwinden wird.
RéF

INSTRUMENTAL

lich doch die Suche nach einer absoluten Werktreue. Wallisch verzichtet
darauf, sich selbst in den Mittelpunkt
zu stellen und seine Interpretation
dem Hörer 'anzupreisen'. Das Erlebnis Mozart geschieht hier eher in der
Stille. Wer sich die Zeit nimmt und
sich auf Wallischs Mozart einlässt,
der wird von diesem erstklassigen
Pianisten reich belohnt.
Steff

PUR
IDENTITÉ
L. van Beethoven: Piano
Sonatas Volume IV (nos 1,
4, 5, 15, Pastorale 26, Les Adieux et
27); Christian Leotta, piano; 2 CD
Atma Classique 2489; 5/11 (135')
Un discours clair et bien articulé, enrichi de nuances dynamiques
et d'un rubato expressif: la carte
d'identité de Ludwig van ne pourrait
être plus identiﬁable dans ce 4e volume de l'intégrale du pianiste italien
Christian Leotta. Dans ce programme
de six sonates nous aimons le caractère rebelle de l'opus 7, le contraste
entre détermination et relaxation
dans l'opus 90 (27e sonate). 'Les
adieux', trop posés, lui réussissent
moins bien, malgré un ﬁnale impétueux, mais Leotta joue la 'Sonate
Pastorale' dans une décontraction
totale et une simplicité expressive
admirable, sans fausse mélancolie
et sans surcharge sentimentale. RéF

UNVERSCHÄMT
F. Chopin: Etudes op. 25, Walzer,
Nocturnes; Lang Lang, Klavier;
1 CD Sony Classical 88725449602;
7/12 (o.A.)
Wäre der Interpret dieser ChopinCD ein Pianist X, wäre sie irrelevant
und wir würden wohl keine Zeile darüber verlieren. Doch der Pianist heißt
Lang Lang, und die CD wird leider
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pizzicato 12/2012

Cl. Debussy; Préludes, Livres I et II; Pierre-Laurent Aimard, piano; 1 CD Deutsche
Grammophon 4779983; 5/12 (79'46)
Plus rapide que Benedetti-Michelangeli, plus lent que Philippe Bianconi, Pierre-Laurent Aimard joue
son Debussy avec à la fois un rafﬁnement extrême des textures et
une retenue émotionnelle évidente.
Cela n'empêche ni la mélancolie ni
la réﬂexion d'avoir leur place. Ainsi,
chaque Prélude devient un petit
joyau sonore, une musique pure et
d'un sérieux dénué de tout ingrédient superﬂu.
ma

EHRLICH
W. A. Mozart: Paris & Vienna; Gottlieb Wallisch, Klavier; 1 SACD Linn CKD 407; 12/11
(74’43)
Der Pianist Gottlieb Wallisch ist
zwar international tätig, gehört
aber, was sein Bekanntheitsgrad
anbelangt, nicht zum Spitzenfeld.
Wallisch spielt die Sonaten Nr. 10 &
12, das Andante KV 616, das Allegro
KV 40, das Adagio KV 540, die Fantasie KV 396 und die 6 Variationen
über 'Salve tu, Domine' aus Paisiellos
Oper 'I ﬁlosoﬁ immaginarii'.
Mit seinem ehrlichen, teilweise
sehr simplen Stil bleibt Gottlieb Wallisch nahe am musikalischen Kontext.
Was auf den ersten Blick vielleicht
etwas altmodisch erscheint, ist letzt-

BEEINDRUCKEND

WanSUPERSONIC F.d eSchubert:
rer fantasie
C-Dur D.760, 4
Impromptus D. 935, Klaviersonate
a-Moll D.845, Moments Musicaux
D.780, Allegretto c-Moll D.915;
Paul Lewis, Klavier; 2 CDs Harmonia Mundi HMC 902136-37; 2011/12
(123'13)
Paul Lewis zählt zweifellos zu den
wichtigsten Pianisten der jüngeren
Generation. Er ist einer, der etwas zu
sagen hat, und er tut dies ohne Mätzchen und Effekthascherei. Er lässt
allein die Noten singen. Das tut vor
allem Schubert gut, dem sich Lewis
nach einer bemerkenswerten Auseinandersetzung mit Beethoven erneut zugewandt hat. Auf einer prächtig aufgenommenen Doppel-CD, die
das Instrument wirklich zum Klingen
bringt, stellt der britische Pianist
späte Klavierwerke Schuberts vor,
entstanden zwischen 1822 und 1828.
Die inzwischen schon fast zu einem
Paradestück gewordenen 'Wandererfantasie' D.760 geht er forsch an und
schafft dann in den verschiedenen
Sektionen so viel Dynamik, Klangund Ausdrucksreichtum, dass seine
Interpretation zur konstanten Faszination wird. Dabei wird der Kern
des Werkes, die Auseinandersetzung
mit dem Lied 'Der Wanderer' (Text:
Schmidt von Lübeck), zu einem musikalischen Modell. In den 'Impromp-

tus' D.935 von 1827 schafft Lewis
eine komplexe musikalische Welt für
sich. Hier ist er völlig im Einklang mit
seinem Lehrmeister Alfred Brendel.
Die Stimmungsschwankungen im ersten Impromptu f-Moll gestaltet er mit
viel Wärme, Innigkeit und Kraft. Nur
selten ist das zweite in As-Dur mit
einer solchen Schubertschen Wehmut
erklungen wie hier, auch wenn es
recht lebhaft gespielt wird, und nur
selten auch haben die 'Rosamunde'Variationen des dritten in B-Dur so
innig und warm gewirkt, dank insbesondere der delikaten Phrasierung
von Lewis. Im letzten Impromptu fMoll verdeutlicht er ohne übertriebene Virtuosität dessen rhythmische
Prägnanz: Diese Gestaltung zählt zu
den bemerkenswertesten, die ich in
letzter Zeit gehört habe. Etwas weniger überzeugt bin ich von Lewis'
Auslegung der Sonate a-Moll D. 845
von 1825, der Schubert selbst den
Untertitel 'Première Grande Sonate'
gab. Auch wenn der Pianist dem Einleitungssatz die nötige Bravour vermittelt und die fünf Variationen des
2. Satzes (Andante poco mosso) mit
dem Glanz seines durchsichtigen und
klangschönen Spiels ausstattet, so
macht das Ganze doch einen etwas
zerrissenen und zu einseitig brillanten Eindruck. Hingegen sind die
zwischen 1823 und 1828 entstandenen 'Moments Musicaux', die Lewis
recht zügig angeht, wiederum voll
von Poesie. Das ist 'musique pure',
so wundervoll und nuancenreich gespielt, dass das ganze Spektrum der
Schubertschen Gefühlswelt bloßgelegt wird. Ausklingen lässt Lewis sein
Recital mit dem 'Allegretto' D. 915
von April 1827, und aus den knappen
fünf Minuten macht er eine Synthese all dessen, was er aus Schuberts
Musik herauszulotsen versteht, und
das ist beeindruckend.
GW

BEEINDRUCKENDE
KONSEQUENZ
F. Schubert: Klavierwerke
Vol. 8: Sonaten D. 568 und
D. 664, Fantasie c-Moll D. 2E, Menuette D. 277A und D. 334, Scherzo
D. 570; Gerhard Oppitz, Klavier; 1
CD Hänssler Classic 98.570; 2012
(73'59)
Gerhard Oppitz geht gradlinig seinen Weg als Interpret der großen
Klassiker der Klavierliteratur. Nach
Brahms, für dessen Musik er ein wahrer Spezialisten ist, nach Beethoven, dessen Tiefgründigkeit er auf
sehr persönliche Art erforscht hat,
hat er seit einiger Zeit die Auseinandersetzung mit dem Schubertschen Klavierschaffen für sein Label
Hänssler begonnen, und auch hier
ist insbesondere die Konsequenz, mit
der er in die Tiefen dieser Musik vorzudringen versucht, beeindruckend.
Natürlich machen die beiden aufge-

CD Review
IDENTITY - REVIEW ON VOLUME IV BEETHOVEN’S 32 PIANO SONATAS SERIES
Pizzicato, Luxembourg – December 2012, by Remy Frank (4****)
A playing clear and well articulated, enriched by dynamic nuances and an expressive rubato: the identity of Ludwig
van Beethoven could not be any better recognizable in this fourth volume of the 32 Sonatas Cycle recorded by the
Italian pianist Christian Leotta.
In the program, consisting of six sonatas, we like the rebellious character of opus 7 and the contrast between
determination and relaxation in opus 90 (Sonata No. 27).
“Les Adieux”, too poised, is less achieved despite an impetuous finale, but Leotta plays the “Pastoral Sonata” with
an absolute control and an admirable expressive simplicity, without false melancholy nor sentimentalism.
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Interview
A LIFELONG PROJECT – Christian Leotta presents in Quebec City the 32 Piano Sonatas by Ludwig
van Beethoven
Le Soleil, Quebec City (Canada) – Saturday, January 29th 2005, by Richard Boisvert
Exceptional in the history of music both for its variety as well as for its size, the corpus of the 32 Beethoven Piano
Sonatas is a vast universe of which relatively few pianists dare to make a conquest. At age 25, Christian Leotta has
already made of the interpretation of the Sonatas cycle a sort of specialty, an art de vivre. Starting Tuesday evening
he will be performing the complete cycle in Quebec City for the seventh time in his career.
Sponsored by the Club Musical de Québec and presented at the Chapelle historique Bon-Pasteur, the event is
indeed exceptional. It consists of an all-encompassing musical experience that invites the listener not only to hear
again the best-known Sonatas, but also and especially to discover all the others, the neglected ones that most
performers ignore, thus, at last, enabling the audience to consider the whole set in its continuity, coherency and
incomparable wealth.
“No other composer, whether Brahms, Schubert, Chopin or Schumann, features in his production such a variety
from both the structural as well as the musical points of view”, said Leotta. “It’s amazing! Each Sonata is a unique
experience, each is different from all others, each discloses a novel aspect in some area”.
“In addition, says the pianist, the Piano Sonatas draw a perfectly obvious autobiographical line. The whole life of
Beethoven is there, more or less”.
Young but already very experienced, Christian Leotta presented his first Sonatas cycle in Montreal in 2002. It
followed by Mexico, Brazil and Italy... “I have played Beethoven in public since I was ten, says he. Since then I’ve
grown accustomed to include a Sonata in the program of almost every concert. This integral is therefore the result
of several years of work”. It is this long association with the Sonatas, which most likely allows the pianist to perform
each of them from memory. Wow! Being aware of this, played end to end, the Sonatas represent no less than 13
hours of music!
To understand what drives a young musician to measure himself against such an exploit, one has to forget the
idea of this being any kind of challenge to defy. Much more than a challenge or a feat, Leotta’s is a lifelong project.
THE FOUNDATIONS OF A CAREER
Graduated from the Conservatory of Milan at 17, Christian Leotta has pursued studies with maestro Karl Ulrich
Schnabel, the son of Artur. “Having had the chance of knowing him was for me a revelation, so to speak. He
was so knowledgeable of the intricate aspects of the Sonatas from all viewpoints: musically, technically and
philosophically. Thanks to working with him, I really got to understand the classical style, especially that of the
Viennese School. Then, there were Charles Rosen, Rosalyn Tureck, Alexis Weissenberg… They all encouraged me
to learn all of the Sonatas”.
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In fact, Rosen and Weissenberg used to play the entire cycle of the Sonatas themselves. “They knew exactly what
that meant. When one succeeds to play 16 or 20 Sonatas, a pretty good distance is covered, but one has to play
the 32 Sonatas without exception to understand the message in its entirety. Only then, each element becomes
perfectly clear, since, instead of isolating it from the rest, one integrates it in the overall context and connects it with
the development of the Sonata form and that of the instrument”.
TWO SIMULTANEOUS PERFORMANCES OF BEETHOVEN’S INTEGRALS
As the Club Musical de Québec is offering simultaneously the complete cycle of Beethoven’s Symphonies, Christian
Leotta’s stay in Quebec City is very special to him. “This is quite extraordinary”, said he, with obvious joy.
It is to be noted that the Sonatas are not presented in their chronological sequence. In order to show their variety
of form and character, each of the eight recitals features works from Beethoven’s three different creative periods.
Before the first recital at the Chapelle Bon-Pasteur, a lecture will be given by pianist Monique de Margerie, professor
at the Faculty of Music of the University of Laval.
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Concert Review: The Five Piano Concertos and the Choral Fantasy Cycle
LEOTTA ONLY MISSED LEVITATING
El Informador, Guadalajara (Mexico) – February 15th 2009, by Jaime García Elías
“Christian Leotta is a pianist to watch. One must keep his name in mind for the following years, because perhaps
the prophecy that he will be the best Beethovenian interpreter of the first half of the XXI century will come true…
Having introduced himself in 2008 with a masterly interpretation of the 32 Piano Sonatas by Beethoven performed
for the Festival Cultural de Mayo, Leotta began, last Friday at the Teatro Degollado, another titanic undertaking: the
interpretation of the Five Piano Concertos by the same composer, performed in three evenings…
Leotta, in both Concertos, in C major Op. 15 and in C minor Op. 37, has confirmed, as soloist, the excellent
impression he gave us as recitalist: impeccable technique, clear phrasing, inspired interpretation. Without
minimizing the virtuosity revealed in the cadenzas of both Concertos, the major virtue of the young Italian pianist
is the understanding of the score and the capacity to identify himself with the soul of the music. If in the second
movement of the First Concerto, in C major Op. 15, he was excellent, in the corresponding movement of the Second
Concerto, Leotta was sublime: he brought forward energy, agility, and a cascade of lyricism. In the starting “solo”
of this movement, highlighted by interventions of the bassoon and the flute, rising up to the level required by the
soloist, the latter exulted inspiration. Leotta only missed levitating…”.
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Concert Review: The Five Piano Concertos and the Choral Fantasy Cycle
LEOTTA HYPNOTIZED THE PUBLIC ONCE AGAIN
El Informador, Guadalajara (Mexico) – February 22nd 2009, by Jaime García Elías
“…with Anshel Brusilow as guest conductor of the Jalisco Philharmonic Orchestra, the program has included this
time the Concertos No. 2 in B-flat major, Op. 19 and No. 4, in G major, Op. 58, as major works of the evening.
Leotta’s performance was excellent… He succeeded in giving an intense interpretation, full of intimacy. In the
“Andante con moto” of the Concerto No. 4, in which the famous “Beethoven’s silences” shined, the performer
hypnotized, literally, the audience, almost obliging the public to stop breathing, thus rendering each note eternal.
With the encore that followed (an Adagio from a Sonata of the same Beethoven), an inspired Leotta entranced the
public once again and crowned another memorable day”.
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Christian Leotta: the young
pianist highly regarded by
Schnabel, Tureck and by
other great pianists.
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Concert Review
CHRISTIAN LEOTTA PERFORMS BEETHOVEN – The 32 sonatas in eight recitals at Palazzo
Vendramin Calergi
Venezia Musica, Venice (Italy) – No. 16, May/June 2007, by Chiara Squarcina
Beethoven’s thirty-two Sonatas, interpreted by the pianist Christian Leotta, have been the protagonist of the
unparalleled musical event organized in the “Salone delle Feste” of Palazzo Vendramin Calergi by the Venetian
“Richard Wagner Society”. A program which was expressly chosen by its Chairman, Mr. Giuseppe Pugliese, given
that such an event of the complete performance of the Beethoven Sonatas, played moreover by a single pianist, has
not been presented in Venice for sixty years. An aspect worthy of note, especially in view of the fact that a coherent
and consequential interpretation of Beethoven’s Sonatas and of his pianistic aspects, can only be guaranteed by a
performance of the complete works if given by a single pianist. In fact, taken as a whole and in their complexity,
these compositions identify a powerful structure which brings Beethoven’s most important stylistic passages to
light and, above all, highlights his intellectual concepts and political ideas. In these creations live side by side,
sometimes in contrast but always balanced, the stricto sensu creative aspects, which are therefore more elevated
and ethereal, alongside those closest to the human dimension, which are naturally more material.
Leotta carried out outstandingly the difficult task of focusing on the complex pathway embarked on by the composer
while evolving towards creative maturity. He was capable of lucidly constructing a well-rounded, remarkable event,
always respecting Beethoven’s musical intentions. The keyboard has become in Leotta´s hands an inexhaustible
palette from which he coaxed shades and nuances recreating, in harmonies and melodies, beautiful Beethovenian
“paintings” in which he instilled life with carefully measured, never emphatic, expressiveness.
As such, the impervious stylistic constructions of the composer acquire new shades in Leotta’s interpretation, giving
the listener the possibility of perceiving, at the highest level, Beethoven’s expressive pureness and his dynamic
creative force. In taking on the demanding challenge of interpreting these 32 pages, Leotta has willingly brought
to life an extraordinary musical event, highlighting the constant – even though sometimes subterranean –
dialectic tension between two divergent principles: on the one hand, Beethoven’s adhesion to the world of formaI
symmetries, which he inherited from the classical tradition of Haydn and Mozart, on the other, his tendency to
insert contrasting, impetuous and unconventional elements within this rationally organized music, thus breaking
its linearity, disturbing its limpid nature, and tormenting its form. The pianist has brought to life all of these aspects
time and again with total coherence, always finding a balance admirably suited to the theme of each Sonata. As
such, he gave a prodigiously compact performance whose nuances – which constitute its singular richness – have
been illuminated with skilful mastery. In the many thematic chapters, the headlong rushes which mark the heroic
phases of the conquest of bourgeois freedoms, lifted up to the role of the attainment of sublime ideals, have been
perfectly reflected. Each recital was completely sold out. This, combined with a total and complete consensus
from the public and Leotta’s steady, forceful performances – present in each recital thanks to his incisiveness and
introspection – were the features of one of the most significant events of this Venetian Spring.
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Concert Review
LEOTTA, HERO OF BEETHOVEN’S INTEGRAL
La Presse, Montreal (Canada) – Sunday, November 26th 2006, by Claude Gingras
“Last Friday evening the Ensamble Appassionata has completed the performance of Beethoven’s Five Piano
Concertos with as many soloists. After the first concert made up by the last two Piano Concertos, we listened to
the first three of them last night.
The Italian Christian Leotta – who left us specially good memories performing in 2002 at the Bon-Pasteur the
complete cycle of the 32 Sonatas by the same Beethoven – gave of the Third Concerto an interpretation of the
highest level, both musically and technically, and of an absolute control… He was without any doubt the best of
the five soloists…”.
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CD Review
A SUPERIOR LEVEL – REVIEW ON VOLUME III BEETHOVEN’S 32 PIANO SONATAS SERIES
Pizzicato, Luxembourg – October 2010, by Remy Franck (4****)
Italian pianist Christian Leotta continues his Beethoven integral with ardor and talent. In these recordings, as in the
previous ones, he reveals himself as a very inspired and intelligent interpreter.
His playing is always sensitive and musical. His technique, excellent and sovereign, never overshadows the line,
showing refinement and an extremely wide range of nuances, which animate the music.
It is possible to discuss some of his choices, but it is undeniable that the music is passionate and that Leotta is
capable of presenting at a superior level the Sonatas less known.
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“Christian Leotta’s technical and musical facility is
immediately recognizable but the most extraordinary
aspect of his playing is his poise, rare in one so young”.
Rosalyn Tureck Vivere Musica, Rome (Italy) April 1999
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News
Da Ascoltare: CHRISTIAN LEOTTA, THE CHALLENGE OF A YOUNG PIANIST
Corriere della Sera, (Italy) – January 28th 2003, by Severino Colombo
Thirty two are the “Piano Sonatas” by Ludwig van Beethoven to be performed in seven recitals from February to
March beginning today. Twenty three is the age of Christian Leotta: the youngest pianist in the world, after Daniel
Barenboim, to accept the formidable challenge.
But there are not only the numbers to underline the importance of Leotta’s exploit, there are also the flattering
comments expressed by the press in November of last year, on the occasion of the first world premiere, performed
in Montreal, Canada.
The Italian debut has a very special flavor for Leotta, who was born in Catania, grew up musically in Como and
graduated magna cum laude at the “Verdi” Conservatory.
Three Sonatas are scheduled to open the cycle: No. 11 in B-flat major Op. 22, No. 21 in C major Op. 53 “Waldstein”
and No. 29 in B-flat major Op. 106 “Hammerklavier”.
After having performed in Italy, America and Japan, Leotta will debut this March with the Wiener Kammerorchester
at the Mozart Saal of Vienna.
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Concert Review
MUCH MORE THAN TWENTY FINGERS
Reforma, Mexico City (Mexico) – October 16th 2006, by Lázaro Azar
“The two piano recitals that the Festival Cervantino scheduled this weekend at the Auditorio de Minas, each on its
own terms, were worth the trip to Guanajuato. The first featured one of our best-known Master performers, Silvia
Navarrete…
On the following day, Christian Leotta heated up the packed auditorium, not with refinements and subtleties, but
with the strength and overwhelming energy of a youth in his prime.
It has been a great satisfaction for me to find in Leotta an artist capable of debunking the reputation of Liszt’s music
as nothing more than “just notes”: he began with the Two Etudes of Concerto S. 145, which can be so hackneyed
when read with simply mechanical virtuosity, but which were now addressed with a different focus, full of poetry
and respectful licenses, as when, for example, rather than merely following the Vivace indication, Leotta began
the first of them, “Waldesrauschen”, tranquilly, continuing this tone also in “Gnomenreigen”, marked by the author
Presto scherzando.
The Two Legends S. 173, which concluded the first part of his recital, allowed the audience to appreciate that,
despite his youth, Leotta is mature enough to offer introspective readings, full of mysticism, of solemnity and
eloquence, as he demonstrated in the declamatory passages of “St. Francis of Assis Preaching to the Birds”, and
that he has the technical ability to conquer the scales, thirds, and other complications, sprinkled throughout “St.
Francis of Paule walking on the water”.
For those of us who love piano music, the climax of this Festival was the opportunity to hear Liszt’s transcription
of the Fifth Symphony, in C minor, Op. 67 by Ludwig van Beethoven, with which Leotta crowned his performance.
It was overwhelming. Not only were there present all the notes written by Beethoven in the original orchestration,
but also all the colors and vitality one could wish for in the most refined symphonic ensemble. “This piece is not a
transcription, it is a Master Work”, Leotta told me, exhausted and satisfied at the end of the recital.
There was clear evidence of the studies of this young Italian with Rosalyn Tureck, since he made it possible for us to
perceive not just blocks of cords, but each and every one of the voices of the different instruments… In fact, I am
incapable of paying full justice to this electrifying interpretation, which brought the public to its feet in a sustained
and well deserved ovation as a reward for such a titanic effort…
And here is a tip for the music lovers of Mexico City: on Tuesday the 24th, Leotta will repeat this performance at the
Italian Cultural Institute located at No.77 Francisco Sosa Street. Don’t miss it”.
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News
LEOTTA PERFORMED YESTERDAY EVENING HIS EIGHTH RECITAL OF BEETHOVEN’S PIANO SONATAS
A.V., „ABC”, Madrid (Spain), Friday, June 2nd, 2006
MADRID. The talented Italian pianist Christian Leotta performed yesterday evening in the Auditorium of the Italian
Cultural Institute his eighth and last recital of the piano sonatas by Ludwig van Beethoven.
Throughout the eight recitals offered at the above-mentioned venue since early May, the Italian musician
interpreted the 32 piano sonatas composed by the hearing-impaired genius of Bonn.
The interpretation of the complete piano sonata cycle earned young Leotta the distinction of the Medal for Artistic
Merit bestowed on him in 2004 by the President of the Italian Republic, Hon. Carlo Azeglio Ciampi.
The cycle that concluded yesterday in Madrid has been touring the world with great critic success since 2002, when
the eight-recital series were performed for the first time in Montréal.
Many critics as well as music lovers are considering that young Leotta belongs to the same tradition as Daniel
Barenboim.
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